
Quick Start
Charging the Lorals Vibe

The vibrator and the remote can both be charged

with the included USB cable by plugging the

small DC plug into the end of each device (one at

a time) and the USB plug into a computer or wall

charger.・Charge the vibrator for 4-6 hours and

the remote for 1-2 hours before initial usage.・

The vibrator has three power modes: Travel Lock

(Off), Standby, and Vibration (On).・After

charging the vibrator and removing the USB

cable, the vibrator will be in Travel Lock mode.

The Lorals Vibe

User Manual

A wearable and flexible

remote-controlled personal massager

made of medical-grade silicone.

The Lorals Vibe’s pliable ergonomic design and

nubbed tip provide targeted stimulation to your

clit, vulva, or anus. Wear it inside Lorals latex

panties, nestle it in the palm of your hand, or

place it in your favorite grind position, and explore

its 5 intensity levels and 5 pattern modes. Go

hands on, or use the remote for both solo and

partnered pleasure.

In a hurry to get it on?

 

Charge the vibrator, then hold the power button

down for 3 seconds, then press the power button

again for that sweet sweet buzz. 

 

Press again for 3 seconds to turn the vibrator off.



Using the Lorals Vibe

Engage Standby mode by holding down the

power button for 3 seconds. Standby time is 3-5

hours.・Once in Standby mode, the vibrator can

be turned On by pressing the power button on

the vibrator or the power button on the remote.  

・After play, place the vibrator back in Travel

Lock (Off) mode by holding down the power

button for 3 seconds.・Remember to recharge

your vibrator! You don’t want to be left without

that buzz.・The Lorals Vibe (but not the remote)

is IPX7 waterproof, meaning it can be submerged

in 1 meter of water for up to 30 minutes.

Playing with Intensities and Patterns

Once the vibrator is in Standby mode, the power

button on the vibrator or the power button on

the remote can be pressed to cycle the vibrator

through 5 intensity levels and 5 pattern modes:

1-5

6
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Steady buzz, low (1) to high (5) intensity

Fast pulses escalating in intensity

Steady pulses

Steady shorter pulses

3 short pulses + 1 long pulse

Long pulses escalating in intensity

Cleaning & Charging

Always clean your Lorals Vibe thoroughly before

and after each use, using warm water and

antibacterial soap.  ・Do not use cleansers

containing alcohol, petrol, or acetone.  ・Do not

place the Lorals Vibe in a dishwasher, microwave,

oven, or stove.   ・Recharge the vibrator at room

temperature.  ・To recharge the vibrator, please

only use the USB cable provided in the

packaging. Use of a different USB cable may

damage the product.  ・Unplug the USB cable

when the vibrator is not being recharged.

Safety

Store in a cool and dry place.・Keep the vibrator

from heat.・Keep the vibrator out of reach of

infants and children.・Do not insert anally.・

Prolonged use is not recommended. When the

vibrator gets warm, stop and cool the vibrator

down before you use it again.・Do not use on

swollen or damaged skin.・Retain packaging and

instructions for future reference.

 

If the Lorals Vibe appears to function abnormally,

turn it off and contact hello@mylorals.com.

 


